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ABSTRACT
Addressee detection is one of the most fundamental tasks for seamless dialogue management and turn taking in human-agent interaction. Whereas addressee detection is implicit in dyadic interaction,
it becomes a challenging task in multiparty interactions when more
than two participants are involved.
Existing research works employ either rule-based or statistical
approaches for addressee detection. However, most of these works
either have been tested on a single data set or only support a fixed
number of participants. In this article, we propose a model based on
generic features to predict the addressee in data sets with varying
number of participants. The results tested on two different corpora
show that the proposed model outperforms existing baselines.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; •
Computing methodologies → Machine learning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A conversational agent has to perform several key tasks during
a dialogue, such as speaker identification, intent classification or
addressee detection. In dyadic interactions, involving only two
participants, addressee detection is straightforward whereas in a
multiparty context this detection becomes an issue. In fact, a speaker
can address any specific participant, a subset of participants or all
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the participants. In other words, a conversational agent needs not
only to identify if it is being addressed, but also when any other
participant is being addressed.
In a typical multiparty interaction, the speaker expresses an
intention in the form of a dialogue act (DA). A DA can be defined
as the meaning of an utterance at the level of illocutionary force
[23]. As per Goffman [6], a DA and the supporting utterance can
be addressed to three types of addressees: over-hearers who are
not concerned by the interaction and whose dialogue states are
thus not changed; participants whose dialogue states are changed
by the speaker utterance but are not directly addressed to, and
finally the direct addressees of the DA. This article only focuses on
the direct addressee detection problem and henceforth the term
“addressee” further refers to the direct addressee(s) of an utterance.
Thus direct addressees are defined as “those ratified participants
oriented to by the speaker in a manner to suggest that his words are
particularly for them, and that some answer is therefore anticipated
from them, more so than from the other ratified participants” [6]. In
this way, identifying the current addressee(s) also helps the agent
in identifying who should be the next speaker. This is particularly
important when the agent is (one of) the addressee(s), to infer when
to contribute to the discussion.
To tackle the problem of addressee detection in multiparty interaction, both heuristic and statistical approaches have been developed in the literature. However, most of these works depend on
specific settings. Limited amount of training data also makes it difficult to develop a generic addressee detection model. In this article,
we hypothesize that a statistical model with generic features could
perform well on the addressee detection task in multiple scenarios.
This article is organized into 6 sections. Section 2 reviews some
of the existing works on addressee detection. Section 3 presents the
model details along with the experimental data sets. Section 4 and
5 describes respectively experiments and implementation. Section
6 concludes the article.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents an overview of relevant related works along
with approaches and features used for addressee detection.

2.1

Approaches for Addressee Detection

The seminal work by Traum et al. proposes a rule based approach exploiting previous utterance, current utterance, immediate previous
speaker and current speaker to detect the addressee. The accuracy
varies between 65% and 100% on Mission Rehearsal Dataset [26]
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Table 1: Existing Addressee Detection Approaches for Multiparty Interaction
Reference

Approach

Dataset

Salient Features

Accuracy

Accuracy
on AMI

Limitations

Traum et al.,
2006
Akker and
Traum, 2009
Jovanovic,
2007
Akker and
Akker, 2009
Baba et al,
2011
Le et al, 2018

Rule Based

Mission
Rehearsal Exercise
AMI

Current & previous utterance and
speaker, current and previous DA
Gaze, current & previous speaker, utterance and addressee
Current & previous speaker and utterance, topic, gaze, etc.
Current & previous utterance, current &
previous speaker, topic, gaze, etc
Head Orientation, acoustic features

65-100%

36%

Low accuracy, not generic

65%

65%

Low accuracy

81%

62%

92%

92%

80.28%

NA

Utterance and gaze information

62%

NA

Works only for 4 participants and
fixed positioning
Works only for 4 participants, fixed
positioning and selected DA
Predicts if an utterance is addressed
to agent or not, not Generic
Addressee detection from 3rd party
angle

Rule Based
Bayesian
Network
Logistic
Model Trees
SVM
CNN, LSTM

M4
AMI
Custom using
Wizard of Oz
GazeFollow
Dataset

depending upon the DA. The algorithm reports an accuracy of only
36% on the AMI dataset [18]. Akker and Traum [2] then incorporate gaze as one of the foundations of the rules in the algorithm,
resulting in an improved accuracy of 65%. The authors have also
tested the gaze as the only feature for addressee detection, reporting
an accuracy of 57%. In this case, the only rule is that if a speaker
looks at a participant for more than 80% of the duration of the
utterance, the addressee is that participant, otherwise the utterance
is addressed to the whole group.
Concerning statistical approaches, Jovanovic et al.’s work [9]
uses Baysian Networks to exploit current and previous utterance,
speaker, gaze, topic of discussion and other meta features on the
M4 multimodal corpus [10] to obtain an accuracy of 81%. This
algorithm was also tested by Akker and Traum [2] on the AMI
corpus [18], for which they report an accuracy of 62% to illustrate
that the algorithm does not generalize well. Akker and Akker [1]
propose a statistical model based on logistic regression trees, in
order to answer the binary question are you being addressed, with
a best case accuracy of 92% on AMI [18]. However, the two limits
of this work are firstly that it predicts if an utterance is addressed
to the agent or not, instead of identifying who is being addressed
among all the meeting participants, and secondly that the model
depends upon the fixed positioning of the participants and hence
cannot be easily generalized to different positioning.
Baba et al. [3] exploit human-human-agent triadic conversations
through Wizard of OZ experiments to develop a SVM based model
that distinguishes whether an utterance is addressed to the human
or a robot. They report an accuracy of 80.28%, using text, head
orientation and acoustic features to train the model.
Only few works have used deep learning techniques to tackle the
addressee detection problem. Le et al. [14] propose a convolutional
neural network [12] based solution for addressee detection on the
GazeFollow dataset [21]. One major limitation of this work is that
the addressee detection is performed through third party angle,
with a final accuracy of 62.5%.
On the addressee detection problem, only few researchers focus
on the identification of the best features. To this end, Galley et al. [5]
hypothesize that the adjacency pair is a good marker for addressee
detection. An adjacency pair is a pair of utterances where the second
utterance is a response to the first utterance. Also, Vertegal [27]

explored the impact of gaze for addressee detection and reports that
in 77% of the utterance, the person whom the speaker is looking at
is actually the addressee of the utterance.

Discussion
A detailed summary of the existing addressee detection approaches
in multiparty interaction, is presented in Table 1. Most existing addressee detection approaches either aim at differentiating between
whether an utterance is addressed to an agent or not [3, 14], or
depend upon the fixed positioning of the participants [1, 9]. Furthermore most of the systems do not scale well over different numbers
of participants owing to non-generic features [1, 9, 26].
In this article, we claim that a model with generic features can
be used for addressee detection irrespective of the dataset and the
number and positioning of participants. Thus, we consider three
model requirements. During training and testing, the model should
not depend upon the number of participants in the meeting (r1);
the model should not depend upon the participant sitting positions
in the room (r2); and the model should predict who is the addressee
among all the meeting participants rather than predicting if the
utterance is addressed to an agent or not (r3). The rationale behind
these three requirements is that the participants who are actually
not being addressed should also be aware of who is being addressed,
independently of how they are located in the room and how many
participants there are. Our work hypothesis is therefore that a model
with generic features, and having a number of participants N should
achieve at least similar or better classification performance when
tested on a dataset with a number of participants equal or less than
N.
From existing works, Akker and Traum [2] use multimodal information from the AMI dataset to achieve an accuracy of 65% on the
addressee detection detection. This work can be considered as one
of the baselines as this is the only work that respects requirements
r1, r2 and r3. For a fair comparison between the baseline and the
solution proposed in this article, the Akker and Traum’s algorithm
is also tested on the AMI subset used in this article, as a second baseline. Finally, we have observed that “Group” is the majority class
in the AMI dataset. Therefore, a third naive baseline is proposed:
all utterances are predicted as “group”. Although Akker and Akker
[1] report a higher accuracy of 92% on the AMI dataset [18], their
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algorithm only supports 4 participants, with fixed sitting positions,
hence violating requirements r1 and r2 considered in this article.
Though several datasets have been used to learn addressee detection models, the AMI dataset [18] is the most relevant since i) it
is open source and freely available, ii) it contains multimodal data,
iii) it contains annotated data and iv) existing works are evaluated
with it. In addition, we also propose to exploit the MULTISIMO
dataset [11] to validate our work hypothesis.

3

FEATURE SELECTION AND DATASET
ANALYSIS

This section reviews the features selected in the proposed model
along with the datasets. Two datasets are exploited: the model is
trained on the AMI dataset and the algorithm performance is evaluated on a subset of the AMI dataset [18] and on the MULTISIMO
corpus [11]. A detailed statistical analysis of the features is performed on these two datasets in order to evaluate their importance.

3.1

Feature Selection

Previous systems have exploited as features speaker focus, current and previous DA, current and previous speaker and previous
addressee as shown in Table 1.
In a previous research work [17], we have proposed an addressee
detection model with an additional features called conjunction,
which checks whether an utterance starts with a conjunction or
not. This model achieves an accuracy of 73.44% on AMI. The model
proposed in this article once again extends the feature set in [17] by
incorporating the focus of all the listeners and the sentence length
of the utterance. Furthermore, the addressee detection performance
is now tested on two different corpora, and also implemented and
distributed as a single component for conversational agents.
Thus, the model is based on the following set of features:
Previous and current Speaker: the participant who uttered
the immediate previous utterance and the participant who
utters the current one;
Previous and current Dialogue Act: the DA of the previous
and current utterances;
Previous Addressee: the previous utterance addressee;
You Usage: whether an utterance contains "You" or not;
Conjunction: whether an utterance starts with a conjunction
or not;
Speaker Focus: gaze information of the current speaker;
Listener Focus: gazes of the participants of the meetings;
Sentence Length: word count of the current utterance.
All these features are intended to be generic and thus do not
depend upon an underlying scenario: the number of participants
and their positioning are not taken into account.

3.2

Figure 1: Meeting view from the AMI Corpus (from [4])

The AMI Corpus

The AMI corpus [18] is a multimodal interaction corpus consisting
of 100 hours of meeting recordings. The corpus includes two types
of meetings involving 4 participants: task oriented sessions and
open discussions. Task oriented sessions come up with the design of
a remote control whereas open discussions have no topic restriction.
The participants in the task oriented meetings are PM (Project

Figure 2: Meeting view from the MULTISIMO Corpus ([11])

Manager), UI (User Interface Expert), ID (Industrial Designer) and
Marketing Executive (ME) (see Figure 1).
The corpus contains over 117,000 utterances that have been annotated with DAs, out of which 9,071 utterances have been annotated
with speaker focus and 8,874 utterances with addressee information.
The number of utterances where the three annotations –speaker focus, addressee, and DA– are available is only 5,628. These utterances
belong to the task oriented meetings only. Addressee annotation is
not available for open discussion meeting data.

3.3

The MULTISIMO Corpus

The MULTISIMO corpus [11] is a multiparty multimodal corpus
where each of the 23 meetings contains 3 participants. The average duration of the meetings is 10mn (min = 6, max = 16), for a
total time of 4 hours. Different meetings in the corpus have been
annotated for speech, acoustic, visual, lexical, perceptual and demographic information. However, only two meetings (S02 and S18)
in the MULTISIMO corpus are annotated with gaze information.
The corpus is task oriented where one of the 3 participants plays
the role of a facilitator while the other 2 participants have the role of
players (see Figure 2). The facilitator asks a question for which there
are three best answers. The participants have to find the answers
and then rank them based on their popularity.

3.4

Data Preprocessing

There are several significant differences between the AMI and MULTISIMO corpora. In the AMI corpus, each meeting has 4 participants:
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Table 2: Participants renaming convention
AMI

MULTISIMO

New Name

PM
ME
ID
UI

FC
Left Player
Right Player
-

PM
A
B
C

PM (Project Manager), UI (User Interface Expert), ID (Industrial
Designer) and Marketing Executive (ME), while the meetings in
the MULTISIMO corpus have 3 participants: Facilitator, Left Player
and Right Player.
A statistical comparison of the two datasets is performed. Both
corpora have been processed and the participants have been renamed since (r2) states that the model should not depend upon the
sitting positions or roles of the participants.
The Table 2 contains the renaming convention. In the AMI corpus, the PM acts as a moderator similarly to the facilitator in the
MULTISIMO corpus. As both of their role is to regulate the meeting, they were given the same label for the sake of uniformity. In
MULTISIMO, the two meetings containing gaze information are not
annotated with DA and addressee. Therefore, in order to use them
for validation of our model, the meetings were manually annotated
for addressee and DA by two annotators1 . Furthermore, in AMI the
addressee has not been annotated for ‘minor’ DA such as stalling,
fragment, backchannels and others. Thus, the utterances containing
these kinds of DA are removed from MULTISIMO.
Finally, in addition to utterances, the focus of attention is also
processed. During the course of a DA, the focus of attention can be
any individual, or any object such as laptop, table and slide-screen.
The following steps explain the process of focus annotation of each
utterance:
(1) if there are more than two participants and/or objects in
focus, the focus has been marked as multiple;
(2) if the focus is on a participant and an object then
(a) if the person is first in focus and then the object, the focus
is marked as the person name,
(b) otherwise if the object comes first in focus followed by
the person, the focus is marked as multiple.

3.5

Statistical Analysis of MULTISIMO and
AMI Corpora

3.5.1 Speaker Information. The AMI corpus has 4 participant
per meeting, while the MULTISIMO corpus has 3. In the AMI corpus,
32.88% of the utterances are spoken by the PM, similar to the 30.87%
in the MULTISIMO corpus. A further similarity is that in both
corpora, when the current and immediate previous speakers are
different, the current addressee is the immediate previous speaker
(62 % in the AMI corpus and 63% in the MULTISIMO corpus).
3.5.2 Addressee Information. Table 3 contains the ratio of speaker
vs addressee for the MULTISIMO corpus. The ratio of utterances addressed to individuals is higher than the ratio of utterance addressed
to groups. For instance, 58.5% of the utterances of the speaker A
1 Available

at http://pagesperso.litislab.fr/~jsaunier/consecutive_records11_ms.csv

Table 3: Frequency of Speaker vs Addressee (in percentage)
for MULTISIMO Corpus
Speaker/ Addressee

A

B

PM

group

A
B
PM

0.000
0.677
0.144

0.585
0.000
0.139

0.380
0.297
0.000

0.031
0.026
0.716

Table 4: Frequency of Speaker vs Addressee (in percentage)
for AMI Corpus
Speaker / Addressee

A

B

C

PM

group

A
B
C
PM

0.000
0.106
0.100
0.126

0.098
0.000
0.113
0.134

0.131
0.094
0.000
0.161

0.191
0.197
0.231
0.000

0.579
0.603
0.557
0.579

Table 5: Frequency of Speaker vs Addressee (in percentage)
for AMI Corpus
Speaker / Addressee

A

B

C

PM

group

A
B
C
PM

0.000
0.106
0.100
0.126

0.098
0.000
0.113
0.134

0.131
0.094
0.000
0.161

0.191
0.197
0.231
0.000

0.579
0.603
0.557
0.579

are addressed to listener B, while only 3.1% are addressed to the
whole group. In the AMI corpus, the ratio of speaker vs addressee is
presented in Table 5. In this case, the ratio of utterances addressed
to the whole group is higher, compared to the individuals. This
difference can be explained by the difference of task in the two
corpora. In the AMI corpus, the meetings are more interactive and
all the participants have almost an equal role. In the case of MULTISIMO, the PM asks a question and then two participants have a long
conversation with each other before they come up with an answer.
Hence, more while in MULTISIMO corpus, more utterances are
technically dyadic between the participants or with the facilitator.
3.5.3 Dialogue Act. DA is another key feature for a generic
model. Statistical analysis of AMI corpus reveals that if the previous
speaker is u 1 , the previous addressee is u 2 , the previous DA is el.info
or el.ass and the current speaker is u 2 , then 80% of the utterances
are addressed to previous speaker u 1 . This percentage rises up to
93% in MULTISIMO. This illustrates the importance of DAs as a
feature.
Figure 3 depicts the difference between percentage frequencies
of various DAs. The Figure shows that in AMI, inf which stands
for inform has the highest frequency whereas in MULTISIMO, ass
which stands for assess has the highest frequency. This variation is
due to the difference of task, and thus interaction, between the two
corpora. The detailed information regarding the DAs along with
their examples can be found in Table III in Malik et al [16].
3.5.4 Focus of attention. The frequency of focus toward individuals is higher in MULTISIMO than in AMI. The ratios of focus
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the difference in number of participants and objects that a person
can look at in MULTISIMO and the AMI corpora.
3.5.6 Conjunction. In the MULTISIMO corpus, when the previous and current speaker of an utterance are identical and the
current utterance starts with a conjunction, the current addressee
is the previous addressee 85.91% of the time. This percentage is
90.37% in AMI which depicts the importance of conjunction as a
feature.
The next section details our approach regarding the classification
of the addressee along with the classifier information and evaluation
results.

4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Figure 3: DA frequencies (in percentage) for AMI and MULTISIMO Corpora [11]

As seen in the previous section, the statistical analysis tends to
demonstrate that our model features, also based on the literature,
are generic and significant for addressee detection in both AMI and
MULTISIMO corpora.

Table 6: Frequency of Focus vs Addressee (in percentage) for
MULTISIMO Corpus

4.1

Focus / Addressee

A

B

PM

group

A
B
PM
multiple

0.585
0.000
0.037
0.121

0.032
0.707
0.037
0.121

0.064
0.096
0.916
0.152

0.319
0.192
0.009
0.606

Table 7: Frequency of Focus vs Addressee (in percentage) for
AMI Corpus
Focus / Addressee

A

B

C

PM

group

A
B
C
PM
multiple
no
slide-screen
table
whiteboard

0.525
0.043
0.015
0.020
0.054
0.084
0.052
0.121
0.141

0.034
0.481
0.036
0.011
0.053
0.101
0.080
0.074
0.054

0.025
0.027
0.479
0.034
0.076
0.081
0.065
0.110
0.079

0.031
0.023
0.025
0.509
0.071
0.158
0.279
0.143
0.116

0.385
0.426
0.446
0.426
0.745
0.576
0.524
0.552
0.610

vs addressee for the MULTISIMO and the AMI corpora are given in
Tables 6 and 7 respectively. The difference in the ratios of focus can
be attributed to the number of participants or objects that a person
can look at. In AMI, a person can look at 3 other participants, as
well as a slide screen, a table and a whiteboard. In MULTISIMO the
participants only have the other 2 participants to look at.
3.5.5 You Usage. Usage of the word “you” in an utterance is a
key indicator of the addressee. In MULTISIMO, when an utterance
contains the word “you” and the focus is an individual, 70% of
the time, that individual is an addressee. In AMI, this number is
42.22%. In cases where “you” is used in the sentence and the focus
is multiple people, 85% of the time, the addressee is the group. This
percentage is 78% in AMI. The difference may again be attributed to

Problem Formalization

Given the set of features mentioned in section 3, the task is to
predict, whether the current utterance of the speaker is addressed
to listener A, B, C, PM or the whole group (in case of the AMI
dataset) or listener A, B, PM or the whole group (in case of the
MULTISIMO Dataset).

4.2

Experiments

In order to test our hypothesis that a model with generic features has
similar accuracy for addressee detection across different datasets
and with varying number of participants, we perform a set of experiments on the two corpora. To respect the requirement r1, the AMI
and MULTISIMO datasets are used to train and test the proposed
model with varying number of meeting participants. To ensure
r2, the roles from the AMI and the participant positions from the
MULTISIMO have been mapped to generic participants identifiers
PM, A, B and C. Furthermore, to find if the algorithm performance
is significantly different on the datasets, p-values are calculated
with 0.01 as threshold.
A conventional machine learning pipeline is followed for experimentation. After feature selections, the categorical features are
converted into one hot encoded vectors. Table 8 depicts one hot encoded vector for focus of Person A in AMI and MULTISIMO corpora
respectively. For example in the first row of the left Table (AMI), the
person A is looking at listener B, therefore there is 1 in the column
for B and 0 for the rest of the columns. Since, MULTISIMO corpus
does not have participant C, the focus for participant C will always
be a vector of zeros in case of MULTISIMO data points.
Then, we used six of the most commonly used machine learning
classifiers: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [13], Random Forest (RF)
[15], Logistic Regression (LR) [8], Support Vector Machines (SVM)
[7], Naive Bayes (NB) [22] and K Nearest Neighbours (KNN) [28].
The details of the classifiers used along with the parameters are
shown in Table 9.
Parameter selection was performed through grid search [25].
For the hyper-parameters that are not mentioned, default values
are used as specified in Python’s Sklearn library. Five folds cross
validation is performed to ensure that the models do not overfit and
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Table 8: Examples of one hot encoded vector for focus of A
in AMI corpus (left) and MULTISIMO (right)
B

C

PM

Multiple

B

C

PM

Multiple

1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

Table 9: Classifiers along with parameter values
Classifier

Parameters

MLP [13]

activation = ’tanh’, max_iter=100, hidden_layer_sizes
= (100), alpha = 0.05, learning_rate = ’constant’, solver
=’adam’
No hyper parameters
kernel=’rbf’, C=100, gamma = 0.01
penalty=’l2’, C =100
bootstrap = True, criterion = ’gini’, max_features =
’sqrt’, n_estimators = 500
n_neighbors=12

NB [22]
SVM [7]
LR [8]
RF [15]
KNN [28]

Table 10: Percentage Accuracy for Algorithms Trained on
AMI and Tested on AMI and MULTISIMO Corpora (F1 in
Brackets)
Classifier

AMI Results

MULTISIMO Results

MLP
RF
LR
SVM
NB
KNN
Always group
Baseline [2]
[2]: same AMI subset

74.26 ± 0.02 (0.74)
72.57 ± 0.02 (0.72)
74.09 ± 0.03 (0.73)
73.09 ± 0.02 (0.73)
64.12 ± 0.03 (0.63)
68.65 ± 0.02 (0.67)
54%
65%
60%

75.61 ± 0.01 (0.76)
73.35 ± 0.02 (0.73)
76.66 ± 0.01 (0.77)
70.91 ± 0.00 (0.70)
77.19 ± 0.00 (0.77)
70.91 ± 0.00 (0.69)
–
–
–

Table 11: Percentage Accuracy for Algorithms Trained on
MULTISIMO and Tested on AMI and MULTISIMO Corpora
(F1 in Brackets)

the obtained results are stable. Finally accuracy and F1 measure
have been used to evaluate performance of the algorithms. The F1
measure is preferred since the class distribution is irregular in both
datasets [19].

4.3

Classifier

MULTISIMO Results

AMI Results

MLP
RF
LR
SVM
NB
KNN

83.82 ± 0.02 (0.85)
82.5 ± 0.02 (0.83)
84.80 ± 0.03 (0.85)
84.34 ± 0.04 (0.83)
75.89 ± 0.03 (0.75)
80.34 ± 0.03 (0.80)

56.27 ± 0.003 (0.56)
47.02 ± 0.02 (0.47)
54.64 ± 0.00(0.55)
46.66 ± 0.00 (0.44)
25.0 ± 0.00 (0.29)
43.12 ± 0.00 (0.41)

Results

The table 10 shows the result for the algorithm trained and tested
on the AMI corpus. To conduct tests on the MULTISIMO corpus,
the algorithms are trained on the whole set of AMI. The table 10
contains the average results of the 5-folds cross-validation along
with standard deviation. It shows that for AMI, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) achieves the highest accuracy of 74.26% and F1 score
of 0.74. The table also shows that the algorithms trained on AMI
show similar results on MULTISIMO. Highest accuracy of 77.19%
and F1 score of 0.77 is achieved for MULTISIMO using the Naive
Bayes model (NB) with standard deviation of 0.004 for 5 runs. The
slight increase in accuracy, compared to other algorithms, can be
attributed to the fact that most of the interactions in MULTISIMO
are dyadic with a focus mostly on participants, as there are no
objects in the experimental setting.
Similarly, the results for 5 folds cross validation for the algorithms trained and tested on the MULTISIMO corpus are shown in
Table 11. The results show that the highest accuracy of 84.80% is
achieved with logistic regression on the MULTISIMO corpus. The
model trained on the complete MULTISIMO corpus has been further
tested on a subset of the AMI corpus. The highest average accuracy
of 56.27% is achieved using the Multilayer Perceptron. The reason
for the low accuracy can be attributed to the fact that MULTISIMO
corpus contains three participants and hence the trained model has
no information about the fourth participant as it is the case with
AMI. Furthermore, the MULTISIMO corpus contains no information
about objects in focus such as table, slide screen, whiteboard. Finally, the MULTISIMO corpus -with all required information- only

contains 657 utterances, therefore, there is not enough information
in the data to be transferred to a totally new dataset.

4.4

Discussion

The results obtained from the model trained on the AMI corpus
outperforms the three baselines mentioned in Table 10 and is also
generic enough to produce at least comparable results on a totally
unknown (i.e. not trained with) dataset with less number of participants as in the training dataset, such as the MULTISIMO corpus.
The performance of the algorithms trained on AMI and tested
on AMI and MULTISIMO is similar between both corpora. This
validates our hypothesis which states that a model with generic
features,and having a number of participants N should achieve at
least similar or better classification performance when tested on a
dataset with a number of participants equal or less than N.
Similarly, the model trained and tested on a lower number of
participants has higher accuracy than the model trained and tested
on higher number of participants. For instance, the performance
of models trained and tested on MULTISIMO (3 participants) is
higher (84.80%) than the models trained and tested on the AMI
corpus (74.26% with four participants). The reason between the
performance difference can be attributed to the fact that (i) the
default probability of addressee detection in meetings with three
participants is 0.25 for each of the three participants and the group
class, compared to 0.20 in case of 4 participants and the group class,
and (ii) in the MULTISIMO corpus, the ratio of dyadic utterance is
higher with focus on participants only.
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used to update the beliefs of the agent, and determine whether it is
the next speaker.
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Figure 4: System Implementation

The results from the best performing algorithm (logistic regression) are interpreted with the help of logistic regression coefficients
[20]. Absolute Mean value 0.28 is obtained for the coefficients of
all the features in the data set. The results show that the features
previous speaker, previous addressee, current speaker and current and
previous focus and current DA have coefficient values greater than
the mean coefficient values and hence can be regarded as the top
contributors to the performance of the algorithm.
The difference in the performance of two data sets can be partially attributed to the contrasting nature of the features. For instance, the experiments show that focus is a critical feature. In
MULTISIMO, all the utterances are annotated with focus, furthermore meeting participants can be the focus of attention. However,
in AMI some of the utterances are not annotated with speaker focus.
Furthermore, the focus of attention can be furniture such as table,
side-screen and whiteboard, resulting in a decreased addressee
detection rate.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed model is implemented as a component in the AgentSlang platform [24], in order to be exploited by virtual agents and
robots during human-agent interactions. The AgentSlang platform
consists in a collection of components integrating several existing
and original algorithms to provide a development environment for
interactive systems. The platform is based on a data and component
oriented design, that integrates into a unified system the concepts
of Feedback Management, Dialogue Management etc. An example
of supported system is, for instance, a virtual environment with
humans and agents interacting together. The AgentSlang platform
is freely distributed.
A view of the implemented system is presented in Figure 4. It
uses a pipeline of three components: DA Annotator, Focus Detector
and Addressee detection. The DA Annotator module predicts the
dialogue acts of the current and previous utterances. The Focus
detector detects the gaze information of the speaker and listeners
with the help of individual cameras. The addressee detection module contains the trained algorithm to predict the addressee of the
current utterance. This prediction is added to the outputs from the
DA annotator and Focus Detector along with other input features
such as current and previous speaker, sentence length etc. to predict
the addressee of the current utterance. This information is then

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this article, a generic addressee detection model for multiparty
interaction has been proposed. The proposed model outperforms
an existing baseline. The results show that the proposed model is
capable of addressee detection (requirement r3) on multiple datasets,
with a varying number of participants (requirement r1), and without
depending upon the sitting position or roles of the participants
(requirement r2). Also, our model returns best case accuracy of
74.26% which is better than 65% obtained by the best baseline model
[2].
Though the proposed model outperforms the existing baseline
and is generic enough to show results with multiple datasets, the
model has still been only tested with 3 and 4 participants. A perspective is to test these features with a higher number of participants.
Another limitation is the small size of the dataset, which is a major
difficulty in the use of more advanced deep learning techniques.
Thus, the next step would be to perform an experiment to collect a
larger dataset.
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